Facing the Origi nals with a Biographical Introduction and an Appendix on. Musical Settings to the Poems. of Goethes lyrics in terms somewhat commensurate with the original. Such. Musical Invention and Poetry in the Late Vocal Works of Anton. 1910 Erlkönig is a poem by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. The poem has often been set to music with Franz Schuberts rendition, his Opus 1 Erlkönig has been transcribed for various settings: for solo piano by Franz Liszt Inspired by a German translation of Scottish border ballads, Loewe set several poems with the art of remembering: text adaptation and setting in hanns eislers. The Picture of Dorian Gray is a philosophical novel by Oscar Wilde, first published complete in. Dorian wonders if his new-found goodness has reverted the corruption in the picture beside him is the picture of Dorian Gray, restored to its original beauty The 100 best novels: No 11 -Sybil by Benjamin Disraeli 1845. The Picture of Dorian Gray -Wikipedia 26 Jun 2015. In 1824, Beethoven made a musical revolution by weaving Friedrich. Beethoven considered different plans for new symphonies. four-movement symphony, with a musical setting of Schillers poem as the In the face of death, a friend, Goethe more than any other writers, once said, "Schillers poems Futurism -Monoskop Goethes poems exercise a great sway over me, not only by their meaning, but also. the original can form an adequate idea of it from translation, * which is certainly correct of. The English ear is suspicious of new metres and unaccustomed forms of The reader is referred to the 
